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Abstract: People exhibit a robust ability to understand the actions of others around them. In this work, we identify two biologically inspired mechanisms that we hypothesize to be central in the function of action understanding. The first module is a contextual predictor of the observed action, given the goal-directed movement towards objects, and the actions that are allowed to be performed on the object. The second module is a kinematic trajectory parser that validates the previous prediction against a set of learned templates. We model both mechanisms and link them to the environment using the cognitive framework of Dynamic Field Theory and present our first steps into integrating the aforementioned modules into a consistent framework for the purpose of action understanding. The two modules and the combined architecture as a whole are experimentally validated using a recording of an actor performing a series of intentional actions testing the ability of the architecture to understand context and parse actions dynamically. Our initial qualitative results show that action understanding benefits from the combination of the two modules, while any module alone would be insufficient to resolve ambiguity in the perceived actions.
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1 Introduction

The promise of intelligent robots sharing the environment with human agents and collaborating towards a common goal has been a major driving force for assistive robotics applications [1, 2]. That in itself requires robots to be endowed with capabilities that are comparable to humans in behavior production and environmental reasoning. Human behavior and cognitive reasoning abilities can be seen as a dynamic, complex interaction between the body, brain and the environment the human agent is situated in. It is the tight coupling between the agent’s sensory and motor systems and the environment that gives rise to a series of adaptive and proactive actions to fulfill a certain intention. The situated embodied view of cognition encompasses the above ideas [3]. Furthermore, it aims to include the agent’s past experiences as well as the neuronal processes to its understanding of behavior and cognition [4, 5].

Action understanding (AU) can be defined as the task of classifying a stream of human-related multimodal data (motion, audio, contextual, etc.) into semantic terms suitable for influencing the future intelligent behavior to support the human agent in a meaningful manner. Intelligent systems face several challenges in AU. These include the spatiotemporal variation within a class of actions, as well as interclass and intraclass variation in how persons perform actions. The spatiotemporal variation here refers to the fact that similar actions might vary in duration and path followed across agents and trials. Another major challenge is the large search space of actions available to an agent in any environment [6, 7]. To be able to understand an action, intelligent systems need to be able to solve the spatiotemporal variation problem by a robust trajectory recognition system, and the large search space problem by incorporating the context of the action.

In our quest towards an end-to-end biologically-inspired architecture for hierarchical human action understanding, we present two systems that address the challenges mentioned above and that we hypothesize to be
central to the task of AU. The two systems are inspired by processes observed within human behavioral studies, as discussed in section 2. The main challenges addressed in this work are the context understanding of an observed movement and the trajectory parsing of the movement. Additional secondary challenges addressed in this work include how the context understanding interacts with trajectory parsing, and how visual information of motion can be used as an input in a manner consistent with the complete system. The work presented is inspired by definitions within the embodied situated cognition stance, as discussed in section 2.1. The context understanding is based on definitions of affordances as given in section 2.2, and the trajectory parsing follows ideas of biological motion perception as discussed in section 2.3. The modules and the whole systems are modeled using the cognitive framework developed within dynamic field theory (DFT).

The modeling of action understanding systems using DFT has been addressed recently in the literature. A neural dynamic approach for parsing a sequence of actions was presented in [8] by Lobato et al. The authors present a neural-dynamic architecture that is capable of detecting and representing a sequence of actions, namely reaching/grasping/dropping objects on a tabletop scenario. Trajectory recognition was not considered, but rather three-dimensional positions of hands and objects were used to calculate whether the hand was approaching the object or not. The overall architecture is capable of memorizing a string of actions for overall action understanding. Similar work was also presented within neural fields in the work of Bicho et al., in which the focus was on integrating verbal and nonverbal communication in a joint-assembly task in which the sequence of actions was given [9]. In contrast to the work presented by Lobato et al. and Bicho et al. we extend the application area of DNFs towards representation and recognition of temporally extended actions using context and movement information. Furthermore, while the work presented in Lobato et al. and Bicho et al. deal with only table-top scenarios, we present systems that are general enough for understanding locomotion, manipulation, and actions in free-space.

Regarding the task of AU itself, there exist many ways to understand actions an agent might perform, which renders a large search space for an AU system. We address this problem of context understanding by modeling three processes into a contextual action understanding system. Firstly, we model the detection of goal-directed movements. Secondly, we model the shifting of attention from joints (end-effector) to objects in the line of action of the joint movements. Finally, we model the context understanding of the movement given the affordances of the objects towards which the attention was shifted. The term affordances relates to the action possibilities that an object might allow [10]. A thorough definition of affordances is given in section 2.2. The context of the movement based on affordances is understood using a novel contextual action recognition system (CARS). This CARS is composed of several contextual action recognition modules (CARMs) which are further discussed in section 5.2. Several CARMs are used as one CARM is needed for every item of interest (e.g., end-effector) that we might want to track. The function of the CARS is to pick the most relevant subset of templates, in a pre-learned database of templates, that represent movement features. A separate affordance logic block aids in this selection, and is further discussed in section 5.4.

The second AU challenge addressed in this work is trajectory parsing. This online comparison is performed within the trajectory action recognition system (TARS). This system allows for spatiotemporal variation between the template and the observed motion and outputs a positive result if they are matched. The TARS is composed of several action recognition modules (TARMs) specific for each action to be recognized as discussed in section 5.3. The transformation from the visual input of joint movements into biologically-inspired features for comparison purposes is considered and further discussed in section 5.1.

Overall, the AU architecture in this work presents, for the first time, a novel predictive system within DFT that models attention-shifts and pairs up with a trajectory parsing system in a second step. The trajectory parsing system takes account of spatial as well as temporal variations that are usually problematic when understanding actions. Particular attention is given to how objects and the environment are integrated into the overall architecture and on how they can drive action understanding. The two modules and the combined architecture as a whole are experimentally validated using a recording of an actor performing a series of intentional actions. This experiment focuses on the ability of the architecture to understand the context and parse actions dynamically. Our initial qualitative results, which are given in section 6, show that action understanding benefits from the combination of the two modules, while any module alone would be insufficient to resolve ambiguity in the perceived actions. A complete discussion of the results and the AU itself is given in section 8.

Compared to the state-of-the-art, the AU architecture in this work combines both context recognition and trajectory recognition rather than opting for either contextual recognition alone or trajectory parsing by itself for the task.
of action understanding. Furthermore compared to the related work within DFT we explicitly model objects and their affordances in a manner that is consistent with definitions in the situated, embodied view of cognition that DFT is built upon. The application domain of this model ranges from scenario understanding to human-robotic interaction scenarios where intelligent systems are expected to assist humans in a meaningful manner. [1, 2]. The model’s strength stems from the interaction between the contextual systems (CARS), the trajectory parsing system (TARS) and the affordance system, such that a wide range of actions (manipulation, locomotion and free-space actions) could be understood. The model suffers from a few limitations currently. Firstly, the model makes use of a few algorithmic shortcuts that are not biologically plausible. Secondly, the current technical implementation is restrictive (e.g., due to slow offline template generation). A faster implementation would be a topic for future work such that a full evaluation of system performance across different scenarios becomes possible.

2 Background

In this section we aim at defining the main concepts that motivate our cognitive action understanding approach formally. We will discuss the ideas behind situated cognition in section 2.1, and how it motivates the concept of affordances that is further discussed in section 2.2. We also give a brief discussion on human movement perception in section 2.3 and discuss how it has been historically significant to the problem of action understanding. Finally, in section 2.4, we discuss the connections of the systems developed in this work to findings in neuroscience.

2.1 Situated Embodied Embedded Cognition

The basic hypothesis behind situated cognition is that behavior is a product of the dynamic interaction between the agent and its environment, and is inseparable from the context that it emerges from [4, 11, 12]. Information is thought to be a product of the coupling between the agent and its environment rather than an a priori representation in the agent’s brain as proposed by traditional views of cognition. Situated cognition shares ideas with ecological psychology [10] and intentional dynamics [13]. Moreover, cognition, as defined here, is understood as a continuous state in which motor-sensory systems interact dynamically and thus can be described naturally using ideas from dynamic system theory [5].

We define action understanding to be a dynamic process that respects the tightly coupled interaction between the motor system, sensory information, and the environment. We use DFT to model this dynamic process as DFT provides the required tools, e.g., the stability of attractor states, localized-bump representations, etc. to model the, e.g., link between environment and sensors. We discuss DFT in detail in section 3. Situated cognition shares ideas with the field of ecological psychology, specifically with definitions of affordances which we discuss further in the following section.

2.2 Affordances

There has been accumulating evidence that actions are coded in their goals [14–17]. Direct perception of action possibilities (affordances) of the objects available in the environment and the goal-directed movements towards them could give a hint of what the context of the action is [10, 18]. The CARS presented in this work models this process. The function of the CARS is to understand goal-directed behaviors through prediction of the object to be manipulated and the processing of the affordances of that object.

The term affordances was introduced by Gibson as a general concept to explain what the environment can afford for an agent, and what the action possibilities are [10, 18, 19]. The exact definition of affordances has been a point of dispute since it was introduced by Gibson himself, leading to a range of attempts to formalize the concept [20–24]. In this work, however, we take inspiration from the previous references and define affordances as agent-relative, activity-potentials an agent directly perceives from the immediate environment. They are agent-relative in the sense that the affordances are attributed to environmental objects with respect to agent parameters (e.g height, width, ability, etc.), as an example, an infant’s chair might not afford sitting on for an adult and so on [25]. Trajectory information should also be used alongside context to validate the results of the contextual information and solve any ambiguity when several possible affordances/contexts are present. In the following, we discuss what biological motion perception is, and how trajectories are perceived and understood biologically.
2.3 Biological motion perception

The early works of Jules Marey [26] and Gunnar Johansson [27] tried to study human biological motion perception by attaching markers or light sources to the joints of a human in a dark suit. The animation produced when recording the activity of the actor is known as point light animation (PLA). These PLAs were of great interest as humans were successful at recognizing the underlying action when the animations were shown to them [28]. These results indicate that stored patterns of movement information could be used to interpret incoming sensory information of movement. Indeed, biological systems depend on a stream of features (stimulus) produced by static views of the body to perceive and classify movement patterns [29]. These features can be thought as form cues of a specific body configuration, to that end Giese in [30] discusses the concept of snapshots to explain how biological motion could be solved. We direct the reader to the Giese’s work in [31–34] for further discussion. Therefore, information extracted from biological motion is crucial to the understanding of human movements [35, 36]. The TARS within our work models these ideas and aims at understanding actions by parsing the movement trajectories.

2.4 Relation to Neuroscience

Action and context understanding is also observed on a neuronal level in biological agents, e.g., as functions of the mirror neuron system (MN) and the Canonical neuron system (CN), respectively. MNs are specific neurons in the agent’s brain that fire not only when the agent is performing an action, but also when the same goal-directed action is observed. Their proposed function is to represent an embodied process that allows action and intention recognition [14, 37] as well as Theory of Mind [38]. The mechanisms the MN system uses to achieve these functions are usually explained by the direct “matching hypothesis” or “motor resonance” in which the encoded neural code of what is observed is matched with a generated neural code of how that movement could be executed [39, 40]. What is being matched could be, high-level abstraction of the intentions, a motor code encoding the plan to emulate a goal-oriented action, or a detailed motor code of the action itself encoding the trajectory of the movement and how to imitate it [41]. Additionally, it has been shown that there exist specific neurons in the MN system that have large specificity towards the way the action is performed and the final goal accomplished, while other neurons lack this level of specificity and the relationship is restricted to the action goal. Other properties of MNs are that they do not activate when observing objects alone, nor when the movement alone is shown [42].

Canonical neurons, on the other hand, seem to encode action possibilities directed towards objects and motivates our incorporation of affordances in a biological model for AU [42–46]. Indeed, action can be understood given both the motion and the goal towards which the action is directed [47].

In this section, we highlighted the need for both biologically inspired processes of environment context understanding and trajectory parsing to be integrated dynamically within a consistent cognitive framework for AU. We decided to model this framework using the Dynamic Field Theory as introduced next.

3 Dynamic field theory

At the core of the modules that make up TARS, CARS and the affordance logic system, are decision making processes that dynamically evolve with the tightly coupled input. These three systems all require cognitive abilities to achieve their functions. CARS requires the cognitive abilities of object detection, motion prediction, and goal selection. TARS, on the other hand, requires feature detection and comparison. Finally, the affordance logic system requires the abilities of dynamic selection and long-term memory. In the following, we present the dynamic cognitive framework of DFT and elaborate on the building blocks that are used within the different systems in this work.

3.1 Dynamics and instabilities

Dynamic field theory (DFT) provides the mathematical and theoretical framework, which builds on dynamic neural fields (DNFs), to model the embodied, situated view of cognition [5]. DNF is a cognitive mathematical model of the dynamic neuronal activation on a population level. It describes decision making inspired by the pattern formation within the cortical neural populations. It is the stable states (localized-bumps) that dynamically evolve (and devolve) in time, given dynamic perceptual input into the neural fields, which provide a unit of representation. These units of representations are a function of the complex interaction between the neurons in the population and are the primary units to describe cognitive proper-
ties within the neural fields. The strong recurrent connections between these neurons produce patterns that model detection, selectivity, and working memory. The dynamics are mathematically described in the following integro-differential equation that was initially proposed in [48]

\[ \tau \dot{u}(x, t) = -u(x, t) + h + \int f(u(x', t)) \omega(x-x') dx' + S(x, t) \]  

(1)

\[ \omega(x-x') = c_{exc} \exp \left( \frac{(x-x')^2}{2\sigma_{exc}^2} \right) - c_{inh} \exp \left( \frac{(x-x')^2}{2\sigma_{inh}^2} \right) \]  

(2)

\[ f(u(x, t)) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left( -\beta u(x, t) \right)} \]  

(3)

in which the activation of the field \( u(x, t) \), as given in (1), describes the activity over the metric dimension \( x \) at time \( t \). Here, \( x \), represents a behavioral dimension that the underlying neuronal populations respond to. This behavioral dimension corresponds to a space of features and properties that the neurons encode. Explicitly stated, activity at a certain point in the feature space reflects evidence for that feature value. The amount of activation of the field \( u \) can then be understood as the presence or lack of information about a space of features along the behavioral dimension \( x \). The time scale \( \tau \) describes the relaxation of the field, and the negative constant \( h \) defines the resting level of the field. The term \( S(x, t) \) describes an external input to the neural field. The integral term conveys the interaction between different field locations. Sufficiently activated field locations contribute to the neural interaction by way of the interaction kernel \( \omega \) given in (2). That is, the output of the sigmoid function \( f \), given in (3), modulates the activation contribution, given by \( \omega \), to other field locations. The sigmoid function with slope \( \beta \) is shown in Fig. 1(a). An example of an interaction kernel \( \omega \) could be a symmetrical homogeneous interaction kernel with short-range excitation (determined by the amplitude factor \( c_{exc} \), with an area of influence determined by \( \sigma_{exc} \)) and a long-range inhibition (determined by the amplitude factor \( c_{inh} \), with an area of influence determined by \( \sigma_{inh} \)) [49]. Four interaction kernels are shown in Fig. 1(b). The choice of the kernel is usually dependent on the kind of cognitive behavior to be shown. Analysis of (1) leads to the characterization of attractor solutions. In the following, we describe these solutions and their significance [5, 48, 50].

In the case where no external input is present, the field has a constant level of activation, equal to the negative resting level \( h \), along the field dimension. This non-peak attractor state, referred to as a sub-threshold solution, maintains its stability under weak external input \( S(x, t) \).

In the case that the activation level exceeds a threshold level where the lateral interaction \( \omega(x-x') \) and the sigmoid function \( f(u(x', t)) \) become active, the neural field is driven in a different dynamic domain. In this case, a localized peak develops in the field due to the increase of activation in the field locations where the external input is the largest [50].

Starting from a sub-threshold solution, a detection instability can occur in which peaks evolve at positions of sufficient activation. The word instability here is used to indicate a translation between two stable states. The detection instability occurs at positions that were successful at accumulating enough activation to overcome the activation threshold of the field. In other words, the saliency of the input, or stimulus strength of that feature-space at that position, or the certainty of the presence of that feature in the current state, was significant. It is possible to have enough activation at several locations within the field and develop localized activity peaks that provide a representation of the existence of the underlying feature-space values. The interaction kernel labeled with number 2 in Fig. 1(b) is an example of a kernel that is used for the detection instability. Furthermore, an example is given in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d). Figure 1(c) shows an input at a feature position with stimulus strength (solid grey line) that is not sufficient enough to activate the complete field (dashed black line) therefore no information is represented in that field. In Fig. 1(d) the stimulus is strong enough to produce a bump in the field, giving a representation of the existence of information which can be read out for further processing. The interaction kernel used in this example is the second kernel in Fig. 1(b), and that is shown by the fact that the output takes the shape of the kernel around the input’s location.

The second case that can be observed is known as the selection instability, in which only one stable peak can evolve in the field, and any subsequent activation at different locations in the field is inhibited. Only a large enough activation (one that can accumulate enough activation to overcome the global inhibition induced by the first peak as well as the field’s threshold) can appear and inhibit the original peak. When two positions of a quiescent field, that shows the selection instability, show activation at the same time, the one with higher activation develops the peak, and inhibits the other positions, showing a selection of two options. In the case when two or more positions have similar activation values in a field showing the selection instability, noise in the field plays a role in selecting one of the locations to develop a peak. Positions, where peaks of activations are developed, are meaningful as units of representation, and they indicate the existence of an essential underlying value given the selected feature-space. The interaction kernel labeled with number 3 in Fig.
Figure 1. Dynamic neural field components and distribution of population activation. (a) The sigmoid function. (b) Examples of the interaction kernels: 1) An interaction kernel used to model a working memory instability. 2) An interaction kernel used to model the detection instability. 3) An interaction kernel used to model the selection instability. 4) An interaction kernel used to produce a traveling wave transient state. (c) Subactivation solution within the DNF. (d) A field with a stable solution around the input. (e) A group of tuning curves spanning over the features space with no response to a stimulus. (f) The distribution of population activation solution (dashed grey line) to a feature input (indicated at position of the black arrow).
1(b) is an example of a kernel that is used for the selection instability.

An important case that can also be observed in the analysis of (1) is one that models working memory. This instability can be observed when sufficient interactions are existent in the field to sustain an input even when these inputs cease to exist. This instability aids in modeling decision/features that were made/observed in the past. The interaction kernel labeled with number 1 in Fig. 1(b) is an example of a kernel that is used for modeling working memory instability. The working memory instability ultimately leads to a self-sustained activation that represents working memory.

In the same way that peaks can be stabilized, they can be destabilized by introducing a negative input to the peak position or by reducing the excitation there. This is referred to as the reverse detection instability or forgetting instability.

### 3.2 Dynamic neural fields and distribution of population activity

These elementary forms of cognition (detection, selection and working memory) discussed so far operate on patterns of neural activity representing sensory stimuli or motor control information. To establish this link between neural activity and external stimuli and internal motor actions, the concept of neural tuning is commonly used. The way of neural activity representing sensory stimuli or motor control information. To establish this link between neural activity and external stimuli and internal motor actions, the concept of neural tuning is commonly used. The way

A DNF can be related to an activity of neural population is through the concept of Distribution of Population Activity (DPA) [51]. An example is given in Fig. 1(e), where 7 (Gaussian approximated) tuning curves span the feature space. The DPA is calculated using the following equation

\[
\text{DPA}(x, t) = \left( \sum \text{tuning}_x \times \text{firing rate}(i, t) \right) / N, \tag{4}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of neurons whose tuning curves at positions \( x \) are multiplied by their activation (firing rate), at time \( t \). The final result of a DPA is shown in Fig. 1(f) where given a feature value, several neurons respond with their firing rate (solid black lines). The final result is visualized with the DPA (dashed grey line). The lateral interaction between those neurons by their activations give way to dynamics within the field as discussed in section 3.1.

### 3.3 Learning within dynamic field theory

The input that might be used in a field could be processed into a decision, or it could be used to maintain a memory trace over the feature space as a simple form of learning. Learning in DNFs can be understood using what is known as a preshape or a memory trace [5, 50]. It is a formalization that allows retention of stimuli information in long-term memory form. The memory trace, which equation is

\[
\tau_l \dot{P}(x, t) = \lambda_{\text{build}} \left( -P(x, t) + f(u(x, t)) \right) f(u(x, t)) \\
- \lambda_{\text{decay}} P(x, t) \left( 1 - f(u(x, t)) \right), \tag{5}
\]

takes input from a DNF with \( u(x, t) \), and builds up activation \( P(x, t) \) towards the attractor solution (activation bump) from the input with a time constant \( \tau_l / \lambda_{\text{build}} \) that is slower than the underlaying DNF. This built up information is lost at a rate that is even slower, \( \tau_l / \lambda_{\text{decay}} \), when there is no activation present and models long-term memory. Here, \( \lambda_{\text{decay}} \) and \( \lambda_{\text{build}} \) are the rates at which the preshape decays or builds up. The constant \( \tau_l \) is the time constant of learning in the preshape field.

The memory trace is used as a non-activating input to other decision DNFs. It thus acts as a sub-threshold solution to the field, preshaping (biasing) the locations in the DNF and allowing for easier activation if an input at those specific positions are later introduced into the preshaped DNF. Alternatively, a positive homogeneous input to the field (also known as a boost input) would activate those sub-threshold activations in the field.

### 3.4 Comparisons within dynamic field theory

It is essential to compare different DNFs (e.g., memory trace field and perceptual fields that hold the current input from the environment) to model the recognition of specific, meaningful features in the environment. In addition to the recognition of features in the environment, comparison is essential to obtain a level of satisfaction regarding the completion of an action command that was sent to an intelligent system. To that end, the concept of condition of satisfaction (CoS) was introduced to check if a field had reached a predefined level of activation on one or more feature values [52–54]. In the general case where an intelligent system is a part of the action/perception loop, the action field represents the desired action to be fulfilled. This action field affects the intelligent system by providing set points for the satisfaction of the action. The level of satisfaction is dynamically calculated in the CoS field where the action/preshape field is continuously compared against the perception field. In contrast, in Fig. 2(b), the stimulus in the prescription CoS field matches the learned preshape in the action field, and a decision bump appears in the CoS field, prompting an activation to be detected.
The action and perception fields are an input to a CoS field that indicates if there is a match or not. The CoS field is augmented with a node that gives a logical value of detection or not as shown in Fig. 2(a,b).

For human motion comparison, the CoS suffers from two main drawbacks. Firstly, the CoS field is activated above threshold once a minimum input value of the state of interest is achieved and any further increase in the input is not detected anymore. However, in some comparison tasks, we would like to detect if an input is within a specific range. Secondly, the CoS compares only one specific location in the feature space. However, in our use case, we would like to compare the entire shape of the activation. This would give us confidence that a positive result indicates that the input is of a specific shape as opposed to being activated everywhere. For that purpose we expanded the concept of CoS and propose the concepts of Range of Satisfaction (RoS), Metric of Satisfaction (MoS) and Shape of Satisfaction (SoS).

In this RoS formulation, the action field is used as a pre-activation for both the upper and lower CoS fields. The upper CoS field is also pre-activated with a global negative input with a value that equals the desired range $-R/2$. In the same manner, the lower CoS field is pre-activated with a global positive input with a value that equals the desired range $R/2$. This allows the detection of a feature in the metric space earlier in the lower CoS. Furthermore, it would allow for comparing for a range of activation levels as the upper CoS field would activate and in turn deactivate the RoS neuron. This deactivation aids in checking for the next feature which is an important function when comparing a time-continuous movement such as a reaching motion. An illustration of the function of the RoS is shown in Fig. 2(c).

The MoS concept extends the concept of CoS across the complete metric space rather than just one specific location. The MoS is achieved by negating the preshape input to the CoS field and setting the resting level of the field to zero. This results in activation in the CoS field only when the input exceeds the preshape value. Finally, the similarity of the input to the preshape can be obtained by summing up the activation of the CoS field.

Finally, the Shape of Satisfaction (SoS) is the combination of RoS and MoS. Explicitly, the SoS is the RoS however, instead of using the concept of CoS for the upper and lower fields, we use the MoS instead. The SoS allows for the comparison of the shape of the input stimulus with a preshape within a range. Furthermore, the SoS allows for a comparison where the shape of the input is given higher importance rather than it achieving a predefined level of activation.

3.5 Prediction within dynamic field theory

So far, we have discussed several cognitive properties of DFT that can be used as building blocks in any cognitive architecture. We have expanded on the function of CoS to better suite the application of action recognition. However, the prediction capabilities within DFT are somewhat limited. Yet, they are vital in an online dynamic application of action understanding. That is why in the following we argue for the need of a mechanism that can look ahead in a feature space and provide predictive capabilities. A transient state that could provide these capabilities can be found in traveling waves. Dynamic behavior of traveling activation pulses in the cortical sheets of the brain had been observed \([55, 56]\) and modeled in DNFs \([48]\). Such dynamics in the neural field has been exploited for intelligent behavior generation \([57]\) and for influencing robotic arm control \([58]\). Further research on traveling bumps in neural fields have since been conducted and solutions for their collision been modeled \([59]\). The mathematical formulation of this transient state is given in Appendix D as described in \([57]\). An example of the kernel required to achieve traveling waves is shown in Fig. 1(b) (black dashed line labeled with number 4).

We depend on the different stable states and their instabilities discussed in this section to model cognitive building blocks that are used extensively within the CARS, TARS, and the affordance logic as will be discussed thoroughly in Section 5. Firstly, however, we introduce the action recognition task that we had setup to test the developed systems.

4 The action understanding task

For the human action understanding task, we had set up an apartment environment within our laboratory and invited ten participants to perform high-level scenarios as well as short, precise movements we refer to as primitives. The goal of the primitives is to provide our system with learning examples of how simple movements were performed. The concatenation of several simple movement primitives (e.g., walk forward, turn, step forward, reach, grab, pull, etc.) add up to a higher level intention. The primitive actions could be separated into two main categories: manipulation and locomotion actions. The locomotion actions that were recorded were: step (forward, left, right and back), walk (forward and backward), turn (right/left, 90/180 degrees), standing up and sitting down. The manipulation actions that were recorded were: ap-
Figure 2. Illustration of the Condition of Satisfaction (CoS) approach. (a) Preshaped CoS field without corresponding input from the Perception of CoS. (b) Matching input resulting in an activation in the CoS field, which can be used to activate a neuron. (c) Illustration of the Range of Satisfaction (RoS) concept. The preshape and stimulus are used as input for both, the lower field and upper field. Further, the range boundaries are illustrated within the fields.
proach (reaching action without a grasp, such as turn on the light switch), grasp (a reaching action with a grasp), push, pull, place, open and close door.

We designed the high-level scenarios that portray a specific intention such that a series of primitives mentioned above were used to execute them. The scenarios we set up were: pick up the remote to watch TV, pick up a snack to eat, go to work, get up on a vacation day and tidy up. The ten participants were instructed to perform the high-level scenarios and were not told to follow a specific order in their execution. We assume that recorded primitives would give us a wide range of movements and allow us to recognize them within the execution of a high-level scenario (intention). By performing the recording session of primitives first, we would prime the participants to using those specific primitives in the high-level scenarios. However, this priming effect was not measured nor analyzed. It was observed, however, that some participants employed creativity and added a lot of character into the high-level scenarios, as one of the instructions they were given was to act as if they were in their own apartment. As an example, some chose to do stretching movements in the get-up scenario.

For the motion recording, we used an Xsens MVN full-body inertial motion capture (MoCap) suit. The sensor fusion scheme of the Xsens MVN suit gives the kinematic information (position, velocity, acceleration, orientation, angular velocity and angular acceleration) of each body segment as an output [60]. We opted for a motion capture suit as extracting a skeleton of video frames is not the focus of our work. Furthermore, having MoCap data of movement allows us to model the observing robot anywhere within the apartment environment without being restricted to a specific viewpoint or having to deal with occlusion.

The grab a snack task will be evaluated to discuss the results of the CARS in section 6.1. Then, the pick up remote scenario will be used to give initial results for the integration of the TARS and CARS in section 6.3. In the following, we will discuss the CARS and TARS individually and then introduce how they can be integrated into an action understanding system.

5 Action understanding system architecture

The systems presented in this work are motivated by findings in situated cognition and neuroscience as discussed in section 2. Explicitly, integration of both systems respects the dynamic coupling between the agent and its environment as the source of intelligent behavior. Additionally, we motivate our approach by descriptions of cognition in which cognition is said to be enacted in the sense that cognition arises for adaptive actions [4], and the objects in the environment are represented to reflect their action possibilities and affordances [18, 61, 62]. When observing acting agents in the environment, an observing agent uses its body to understand the observed agent’s behavior [63]. Furthermore, the observing agent perceives information directly from the environment and uses the context for understanding and making decisions accordingly. Indeed a major theme in socially-situated cognition is reserved to the idea that the movement and the environmental state of the agents around us are mapped onto the perceiver’s body [12]. We expand on the motivation of each of the systems in their respective sections. Concretely put, our hypothesis for modeling the understanding of human action is as follows, the robotic (intelligent) system projects its perspective to that of the acting agent - whose action is to be understood. The robot perceives the affordances directly, relative to the acting agent’s body and the environment (objects and their properties). The agent’s brain controls the body to localize itself towards objects and to perform manipulation actions. The brain can also observe the own performed actions or of other acting agents. We show an illustration of this workflow in Fig. 3(a).

The abstract blocks and connections, motivated from cognitive studies and neuroscience, illustrated in Fig. 3(a) are translated into the proposed systems and their connections in Fig. 3(b) where the connections between the perception blocks (body and (virtual) objects), the CARS, the affordance logic and the TARS are shown. The suggested future replacement of the preshape block that represents long-term memory and experiences is shown in the hashed motor control/propioreception block.

As discussed in the introduction, the ability to understand the actions of others is a combination of understanding the action possibilities of the goal-directed objects to which manipulations are aimed at, and the spatiotemporal comparison of observed movements to memorized experiences of movement classes. Information from the environment and observed agents are projected onto the observer’s body. This processing happens in the body block. Our primary hypothesis within this block is that the movements of the actor are seen as the observer’s own and the objects around the actor are also projected around the observer [11]. We explain our architecture for extracting neuronally inspired features in section 5.1. When the actor’s movement is directed towards an object, the contextual action recognition system (CARS) uses information of op-
5.1 From moving bodies to biologically motivated features

An observer perceives an acting agent as well as the environmental state (in terms of the object in the actor’s vicinity and how he interacts with them) to infer about this actor’s mental states of actions, (action) plans and intentions. In the following, we present our decisions for modeling the perception of the moving body in a manner consistent with what is given in neurally-focused studies. Specifically, we discuss our choices for how the body is perceived, what are the required transformations, what are the features extracted for the AU task and finally, how these features can be used in a neural population approach that is compatible with the DFT.

5.1.1 Embeddedness and egocentric coordinates

Complying with the embeddedness concept, the observing agent projects the skeleton of the perceived acting agent on his own. Studies have shown that biological motion might be perceived by projection on egocentric coordinates and this might aid guiding behavior and understanding [11, 33, 64, 65]. Similarly, studies in neuroscience and mirror neurons have shown evidence of egocentric action understanding [41, 66]. Therefore, the first step in our action understanding architecture is the projection of the actor’s frame of reference onto the observer’s frame of reference. Furthermore, the environment the objects in that environment are transformed onto the observer’s frame of reference.

Figure 3. (a) Illustration of the interactions between brain, body and world or environment based on the contextual affordance input as well as the trajectory input information. (b) Connection of contextual- and trajectory based action recognition system. The hatched connections are used to represent possible connections and are not currently modeled in this work.
reference. An illustration of the desired transformation is shown in Fig. 4(a).

5.1.2 The body joint extension and projected relative angle features

Moreover, when observing an acting agent, the observer’s visual system focuses on the joints of the acting agent [67]. Out of all the joints, studies have shown that there was a focus on the upper body joints, namely the head, left and right wrists [67]. In our work, we have also integrated the pelvis joint as well as the left and right ankle joints, which are also essential to the understanding of locomotion actions.

The positional information extracted from these joints are then projected onto the transverse and sagittal planes of the observer (after the whole skeleton of the actor had been transformed onto the observer’s body frame) [68]. We implemented these transformations mathematically with no regard to possible neural mechanisms behind it. However, transformation-capable DFT systems were also discussed in literature [69] that could also be extended to ego-centric coordinate frame transformations for motion perception.

Following from the previous paragraphs, we decided for two feature types to be extracted from the projected view for action recognition. The first feature type is the Body Joint Extension. It is a non-circular feature (linear feature space, 0-100%) which measures the percentage extension between two joints that are not shared by the same bone. For example the wrist-shoulder body joint extension equals 100% when the arm is fully extended, and 50% when the elbow joint makes a 90-degree angle. We used average human dimensions as given in [70], and calculated the full extension values for a 1.8 meter male for simplification. The second feature type is the Projected Relative Angle. It is a feature with a circular feature space (0–360-degrees) which measures the projected relative angle between two joints. Both feature types are described to be view-centered as they are dependent on the position of the viewer relative to the perceived objects (different joints). View-centered representation is one of two major types of descriptions (the other being object-oriented representation) suggested to model the ability to extract information from the projection of a 3D object on retinal images [71–73]. Overall, and given different joints that could be used logically, we propose 39 various features that are calculated for any motion within this work, this accounts for different joints and different plane projections. The full list of features is given in Appendix A. Several combinations of these features can be made depending on the class of the action and the level of joint involvement in that specific movement. Within our work, the temporal evolution of these features is learned from multiple examples to compose a memory that preshapes a comparison dynamic neural field. A memory is learned for each class of action and can be thought as a memorized trace to which the features extracted from the observed action is compared against within the TARM.

The specific choice of the two features mentioned above is motivated by studies of the neural mechanisms behind intentional reaching movements [74–76]. These studies indicate that a reaching motion is decoded from neural populations of directionally tuned cells. Each ensemble of directionally tuned cells is tuned towards a preferred direction of movement. Each ensemble within the population contributes to the population by a vector directed towards the preferred direction of movement specific to ensemble of cells and is weighted by the cells’ change in activity. The final sum of the population is called the neural population vector and points to a direction close to the observed direction of movement. The intensity of the neural population vector was also shown to be related to the speed or amplitude of the movement. The mirror neuron system suggests that the same mechanisms involved in action generation are the same as those in action perception. Therefore it follows that features for action understanding should be mapped onto the direction and amplitude (distance) of movement [41, 66]. The projected relative angle is a general representation of the direction of movement, while the body joint extension represents the calculation of the amplitude (distance) of the movement. The previous features should be provided as an input to the DFT system in a manner that is neuronally consistent, using formulations within DPA, this process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

5.1.3 Parameter choice for the DPA feature formulation

Tuning curves, centered around the optimal response value, can be modeled using different shapes [51, 77]. For example, they can be Gaussian tuning curves, cosine tuning curves, or sigmoidal tuning curves [78]. The shapes and the parameters of each tuning curve are usually dependent on the specific neuron and stimulus. We highlight the work performed by Perret et al. in [79] and the work of Newsome and Salzman in [80] that investigated the firing patterns in reaching motions, and which we base our work upon. We extracted their results and used the functions they proposed in designing our Gaussian functions.
Figure 4. (a) Transformation into egocentric coordinate frame. (b) Illustration of the projected relation angle between wrist and pelvis with respect to the $xy$-plane. The ratio $a/b$ represents the extension percentage of the arm and is the second used feature.

Figure 5. This figure illustrates how features are represented as input stimuli for the overall system (for a linear feature space (left) and cyclic feature space (right)). The tuning curves and optimal response values of the neurons (circles) within the population are defined. Distribution of population activation (DPA) is used to determine the population activation, which is further processed by a DNF to produce the final output.
that represent the tuning curves for motion-sensitive neurons. Further details are given in Appendix B.

For our cyclic features of orientation, we chose eight equidistant neurons representing the feature space. Specifically, the optimal response of neuron is \( n_i = f_i, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, 8 \) where \( f = \{0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ, 180^\circ, 225^\circ, 270^\circ, 315^\circ\} \). The cyclic features’ shape (tuning curves) are modeled after the viewer-centered narrow tuned cell response [79]. For the linear feature space of distance, we used six neurons. The optimal response of each of the neurons was equidistant covering the complete feature space \( 0\% \sim 100\% \).

The tuning curve of each of the neurons was modeled using a Gaussian function with a wide standard deviation. The Gaussian functions were adjusted using the standard deviation to resemble the results of the fitted tuning curves discussed in the Appendix B and were finally used as they are the standard standards in the DNF framework [50]. The transition from discrete neurons to continuous feature space can be described by the DPA and is used as an input in our work to our DFT architecture. An example is shown in Fig. 6. A stimulus of arm configuration where the projected relative angle was \( 150^\circ \) was presented. The dashed grey line in Fig. 6(a) shows the response of the population, while the individual black lines show the individual responses of the individual neurons in the population. While Fig. 6(a) shows the response for a specific time step, Fig. 6(b) shows the evolution over time in a neural field.

### 5.1.4 Summary

We have presented our biologically motivated model for motion perception that serves as a pre-processing block for the TARS. The CARS, on the other hand, takes the end effector’s/pelvis’ direction and speed as an input. The CARM that makes up the CARS is discussed in the next section.

Our choice of features used to encode the 2D traces, shown in Fig. 6(b), was motivated by neuronal optimal response studies [68]. These studies showed that the orientation and distance traveled of observed objects (in our case hand and ankle joints) are encoded neuronally for motion perception [81]. Optical flow, which also encodes a vector of direction and distance of moving interest points, has been shown to be significant of biological motion perception. This is also compliant to what is believed to encode motor commands (preferred population vector for a movement direction), enforcing the notion that the same code that encodes action generation is also used for action recognition [76]. These 2D traces are either saved as long-term memories or provided online for internal comparison with saved memories. The saved long-term memories (preshapes) represent experiences of observing a specific action class [68]. The comparisons are performed in the TARS, however, as the number of actions can be substantial (the number of memories loaded at one time for comparison can be computationally expensive), we provide the CARS which we discuss in detail in the next section.

### 5.2 The contextual action recognition module

In this section, we propose a contextual system that aids in action understanding. It does so by restraining the search space and obtaining the context of the movement. Our hypothesis in this section is that an intelligent system can extract context from goal-directed motion performed by a human actor by observing the relationship between end-effector (hand) movement and the objects in the near vicinity and their action potentials. In this subsection, we propose an attention-shift model and explain how it was implemented using DNFs.

#### 5.2.1 Motivation and overview

Eye movement has been shown to react to goal-directed movements. Moreover, the relationship between the eye gaze of an observer and the hand of an actor is predictive [82]. Explicitly, in CARS we model the attention shift by the (robotic) observer eyes, from the hands/hip of the actor to the object towards which the movement is directed. The CARS has additional significance since the robotic observer has no option to sense gaze shifts without expensive, invasive gaze detection sensors. Following from the work in [82], and as the gaze of the observing agent follows the actor’s end-effector, the chosen feature for the CARM is the optical flow information of actor’s end-effector. Optical flow here specifically refers to the direction of motion tracking information. The optical flow information consisting of the actor’s end effector (and hip) direction and speed [83] is used as an input for the CARM.

This information is fed to the moving shape module, as shown in Fig. 7, which in turn feeds into a neural field that represents the environment that the actor is performing his actions in.

This moving shape field is initially located at the end effector’s starting position and has a specific limit (set by the limit input block) that it is allowed to travel to before it
Figure 6. (a) The DPA response for a specific time step given an observed projected relative angle of 150 degrees. (b) The 2D memory trace of the projected relative angle between pelvis and right foot in the $x - y$-plane for forward walk action.

fades away. The environment neural field is preshaped by the locations (given from the objects block) of manipulable objects in the environment. It is activated if the peaks shot from the actor’s hand (position is given by the position input block using the direction/speed of the hand calculated using the optical flow input block) hits a preshaped location continuously. The peaks that are shot are calculated in the shape neural field block, the speed of which is controlled by manipulating the parameters in the asymmetric kernel block. The term “preshaped” here refers to the fact that the provided activation of the objects is not sufficient to drive the neural field into activation, the field is then said to be subactivated at those locations or preshaped. In this sense, the environment block does not directly encode the environment per se but the interaction between actor and environment. In the next two paragraphs, we explain the different objects that preshape the environment field and the function of the moving shape module. So far, we have given a high-level overview of the CARM’s building blocks. Following, we will give a detailed overview of the object and virtual object input block, the central moving shape module and its inputs, finally the environment field block.

5.2.2 Physical and virtual objects

The object information that is fed into the environment field, as an input, can encode physical objects that preshape the field at the same $x$, $y$ location they are observed. The same ideas are extended for locomotion actions (e.g., walking, turning, stepping left, stepping right, etc.). Virtual objects are imagined around the actor, and motion directed by the feet or the hands towards those virtual objects would read out their virtual affordances to give a hint of what the possible action is. For example, the stepping forward locomotion action can be understood using the movement direction of the ankle towards a virtual object in front of the feet and so on. While the use of the virtual object is a simplification of how locomotion and freespace movement could be understood, it allows these two classes of movement to be assigned virtual affordances and be integrated into the overall architecture.

5.2.3 The moving shape module

The moving shape module is shown in detail in Fig 7. The inputs to the moving shape module are the optical flow input, the position input and the limit input. The output of the moving shape module is the memory trace activation in the shape memory field. The moving shape module contains two fields. The first field is the shape field that takes the calculated parameters of the asymmetrical kernel as a first input and the calculated values of the Gaussian means as a second input. The second field is the shape memory memory trace that accumulates the output of the shape field. Both fields are defined of the metric space field spanning the immediate environment in meters.

The moving shape module models a temporally vanishing memory trace of traveling peaks. The traveling peaks originate from a specific location in the field towards a direction given by the optical flow input. The optical flow input represents the optical flow of a specific joint e.g. left wrist. The optical flow is a two-dimensional input with magnitude and direction terms. This input is used to shape...
Figure 7. Architecture of the contextual action recognition module

the asymmetrical interaction kernel of the shape field. The asymmetric kernel allows the shape field to move with respect to the optical flow input.

The shape field in Fig 7 has two inputs: the source (which is a 2D Gaussian peak) input and the limit input. The position of the 2D Gaussian peak is controlled by the position of a joint (e.g., wrist) \( p(t) \) relative to the shape field dimensions (that is, egocentric coordinates are respected here too) and is always kept at an amplitude sufficient to cause a permanent activation in the shape field. This input is used to represent the position of a specific joint. The combination of the source input and the asymmetric kernel defines the movement of the Gaussian peak and within the shape field. This setup allows for the following activation behavior: an activation peak is separated periodically from the source input position and travels into the direction of the optical flow until it vanishes. The shape memory trace saves the activations of the shape field. It is important to note that inputs to the shape field are always active. Therefore, there can be multiple moving peaks at the same time. Different moving shapes in the shape field can be created given the optical flow input.

As different activation peaks are separated periodically from the source input given the optical flow input, it was observed that it was hard to control the distance of travel of those peaks as well as their vanishing time. For that reason, the limit input was introduced. The limit input preshapes (using a 2D Gaussian) the shape field to restrict the distance the traveling peaks are allowed to travel. Thus, only regions where the activation peaks are allowed to travel are preshaped sufficiently.

The optical flow input is calculated as follows:

\[
o(p(t)) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \cdot (p(t) - p(t - 1)).
\]  

The limit input is a preshape implemented as a 2D Gaussian function \( g(x, y, \mu_x(t), \mu_y(t)) \) with maximum amplitude at the current position input \( p(t) \) as defined in (7). Accordingly, the expected value \( \mu \) equals the position input \( p(t) \). Depending on the resting level of the moving shape field, the Gaussian has to be shifted by \( c \) in order to prevent activation within the field (as it should preshape locations where the traveling peaks are allowed to reach):

\[
g(x, y, \mu_x(t), \mu_y(t)) = A \cdot \exp \left( - \frac{(x - \mu_x(t))^2}{2\sigma_x^2} + \frac{(y - \mu_y(t))^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right) + c.  
\]  

The calculation of the asymmetric interaction kernel \( w_{\text{asym}}(x, y, o) \) is presented in (8). The basis shape is defined by a 2D Gaussian as described in (7) but without shift \( c \):

\[
w_{\text{asym}}(x, y, o) = g(x, y, \mu_x(t), \mu_y(t)) + o_x(t) \frac{\partial g(x, y, \mu_x(t), \mu_y(t))}{\partial x} + o_y(t) \frac{\partial g(x, y, \mu_x(t), \mu_y(t))}{\partial y}. 
\]  

A moving shape activation is shown in Fig. 8. This figure illustrates an arm moving towards the right. What this would translate to within the moving shape module are the waves seen in the figure. A moving peak centered at the wrist position would propagate given the information of the optical flow. Accumulating waves would build up activation while noise generated from the movement would die out as shown in Fig. 8. The traces in Fig. 8 can have complex shapes due to two reasons. Firstly, the moving shape is dynamically accumulating input as the wrist position changes continuously. Secondly, the memory trace within a CARM maintains the activations in the field, given the field’s timescale, thus allowing for complex shapes to appear.
5.2.4 The environment field

Finally, the environment field is a decision field that performs a selection given the (virtual/physical) objects that preshape it and the moving shape module’s output that also provides a preshaping input. The field is defined over the feature space representing the environment (in meters). The output is the location of the objects that the observed agent is predicted to manipulate. It is important to note that physical objects in our implementation encode both furniture and manipulable objects. Virtual objects encode positions around the body used for both direction and magnitude (the intensity of the motion) detection.

A stable peak in the environment field is an indication of which object the actor intends to interact with and where this interaction is being (will be) performed. For the virtual objects, it indicates what kind of locomotion movement is being performed and intensity/direction of the movement. The affordances of that specific object can be read out and preshape the TARS which in turn validates the type of affordance on a movement level. We discuss the modules that make up the TARS in the following section.

5.3 The trajectory recognition module

When an acting agent performs an action, his/her movement kinematics provide an abundance of information a human observer could use to recognize the action. In terms of movements, human action varies continuously. That is, for the same action, a person performs movements differently across multiple runs. The time it takes to complete the same action also varies from one trial to another and from one person to another, depending on the task and the kinematics of the actor. In this section, we provide a DNF model of motion trajectory comparison for action recognition that acts independently of environmental information. These different blocks that compose the trajectory recognition module are visualized in Fig. 9. We explain how we achieve spatial and temporal invariance and provide insights on how the intrinsic properties of the DNF could be used to dynamically adapt the fitting between stored memories and the observed data and give it a “better chance” to get a positive fit. We also discuss our implementation for producing and processing these stored memories (templates).

In compliance with the template-matching model, biological systems depend on a stream of features (stimulus) produced by static views of the body to perceive and classify movement patterns [29]. These features can be thought as form cues of a specific body configuration, similar to the concept of snapshots presented in [30]. They are called snapshots of interest within our work. The existence of a specific sequence of snapshots encodes a specific action/movement. We refer to this sequence as the sequence of interest. However, for comparison, we need a reference sequence of interest to be matched against. We rely on a set of stored memories (templates) for the observation of different actions as well as a comparison model. Templates are learned in our DNF model by applying an activation of motion features over time in a DNF that represents a template. The understanding of actions here would be similar to other single-layered exemplar-based sequential approaches that depend on a sequence of feature vectors to
perform the classification [6]. We discuss template generation in section 5.3.1. This template has to be adaptive to account for the challenges of AU, for that we present our dynamic template solution in section 5.3.3. From the previous overview, the TARM can be composed into an input side and a preshape side, and they are compared against each other within a comparison block, this is discussed in section 5.3.2.

Due to the challenges of AU discussed, the differential speed between the input and the template should be controlled for purposes of correct recognition, and this is done by a controller block which is discussed in detail in section 5.3.4. Specifically, the controller block controls the speed (and the time intervals) at which the traveling wave propagates through the preshape field, as the stimulus is fed online as the movement is observed.

5.3.1 Template generation

The core mechanism here is the accumulation of a memory trace from multiple samples. The samples, which are represented in feature format, are accumulated within a field with a memory trace. The features, as discussed in section 5.1, encode ego-centric distances and angles between the pose of the head or hip (reference) and the wrists and ankles (end effector) in the sagittal, coronal and transverse planes [64, 67, 68, 84]. The choice of wrists and ankles are because they indeed move the most [85]. The observed agent is projected onto the body frame of the observer such as to achieve view (spatial) invariance and model the internal simulation behind action recognition [33]. The DPA model discussed in section 3.2, was used to model a set of angle and length sensitive neurons at discrete values similar to what is observed in the neural system of the human [75, 83, 86]. The activation of these angle/length sensitive neuronal populations over time activates a DNF either for learning a preshape (template) or to be directly fed as an input for the comparison.

Templates were generated by a mean-like approach within a DNF given several feature examples (the Body Joint Extension feature and the Projected Relative Angle feature, as discussed in section 5.1) from a class of actions. The template generation process illustrated in Fig. 10 is modeled such that a single observation (in stimulus trajectory form) is appended to the already accumulated motion observations. Our motivation stems from the intuition that an action is observed completely and continuously and is added to overall past experiences dynamically. From multiple examples of an observed action recorded in our dataset, we pick one random sample and present it in stimulus form. This is done in the select sample block. The length (time) of the sample is normalized, in the preprocessing block to a length that was pre-calculated. This pre-calculated length represents the average length of this specific action class. This input is then fed into two pathways that again merge into a DNF. The upper pathway multiplies the sample with a gain, while the lower pathway accumulates the observations within a memory and multiplies the output with a gain afterwards. These gains are essential to the learning process. They define how the learned information is changed and when to select a new sample to learn from. The two pathways are merged into a DNF that is projected from 2D to 1D such that the time axis is squashed and finally its activation is summed up. A feedback signal (from comparison block to the controller block) is then defined such that this activation summation (which is a proxy of the percentage length of the current example) is compared against a threshold value (which is set to be around 0.95) that determines the transition to learn a new example. The final template is accumulated overtime in the Memory Trace field until all examples learnt.

5.3.2 Comparison block

As the learned preshapes could be substantially shorter or longer in time compared to the observed motion, we propose using moving peaks to solve the problem of time variability. A peak would propagate in the DNF of both the preshapes templates and the perceived action. The peak in the preshape would jump to special locations characterized by fast changes in the feature space. These jumps would be fast in nature. A jump would occur to the next location in the preshape field only if the same feature was observed in the input field that represents the perceived action. This check is performed in the comparison field as shown in Fig. 9. As the wave in the preshape field propagates more and more towards the end, the more we are sure that the preshape correctly represents the action we think it is.

This jump that occurs from one snapshot of interest to the other is determined by allowing the wave to propagate forward at high speed and detect areas of interest within the preshape. These areas of interest are either zero-crossing areas or extrema/saddle points. The snapshots of interest are calculated online by merging a Gaussian wave input, and the original preshape as second input in a neural field called the zero crossing field. The first input is a Gaussian wave input that is centered around position 0 in the feature space and extended in time. The detection approach using DNFs are shown in Fig.11. The two inputs activate the neural field on intersection within the field;
Figure 9. Overview of the trajectory action recognition module. Dark grey blocks represent blocks that are explained in detail in separate sections. Feedback signals are given to the controller from projection fields and the comparison field.

Figure 10. System architecture to generate trajectory-based templates.
this activation is designed to occur around zero crossing points. Special care is given to the calculation of the resting level of the zero crossing field $h$, such that activation occurs when both inputs overlap. The online calculation is of vital importance as the area of interest should be allowed to be shifted and adapted during comparison to allow for the best fit between observed and saved values in the features. The projection of this zero crossing field against feature value gives the times at which the sample has zero crossing points. This can be further expanded against time and fed into as an input alongside the original preshape in a field that presents the sequence of interest. The saddle-extrema points can be calculated similar to the zero crossing points, but after an initial derivation of the preshape has been done. The derivation is done offline. The sequence of Snapshots of Interest is called a Sequence of Interest. An example of a zero crossing Sequence of Interest is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Comparison between the snapshots in the preshape and the continuously evolving stimulus input occurs in the comparison block as shown in Fig. 9. The comparison block discussed in section 3.4 is utilized here. The comparison using the concept of SoS allows for the comparison of shapes. Furthermore, the introduction of RoS within SoS, as discussed in section 3.4, provides a level of robustness such that a range of activations can ultimately lead to a successful comparison. The results of the comparison (match/no match or continuous comparison) are used as feedback signals to the controller block.

5.3.3 Dynamic templates

The core mechanism here is dynamically changing the values of the different available parameters (e.g., resting level of the preshape field or the value of the short-range excitation of the interaction kernel) within the preshape field given the success of the comparison within the TARM. The underlying motivation behind the set of tools used in the adopted dynamic templates approach is twofold. Firstly it is considered a way to allow for a faster successful comparison. Secondly, it is a way to allow the generalization of templates.

As the confidence of observing a specific action increases, the more the dynamic preshape is allowed to influence the action recognition process such as to compensate the spatial variation between the preshape and the stimulus. The portion of the preshape that had not been compared against yet is made to fit the previously observed motion. The compensation is calculated given the past information of the perceived motion. It also allows for the imperfections observed when learning a preshape template and allows some spatial variation between stimulus and preshapes. It aids towards the generalization of the templates. While false positives might be a hindrance due to the use of dynamic templates, the use of CARS would limit the number of loaded preshapes such that this drawback is mitigated as shown in the results section.

The dynamic preshape solution we propose is divided into two steps. The changing preshape step aims at manipulating parameters within the preshape generation method. Such changes could limit the samples used or manipulate the field to exhibit behavior other than producing a mean-like stimulus trajectory. The changing preshape step alters the shape of the preshape entirely and dynamically.

The second adapting preshape step does not change the preshape. It adapts the current preshape given the information seen so far from the stimulus by either shifting it in feature space or influencing its shape slightly. The shape is changed by performing the convolution normally done within the DNF using an adapted 2D Gaussian kernel. The width of the 2D Gaussian kernel is changed depending on the confidence value of the overall trajectory comparison module. This dynamic adaption of the preshape gives a better chance for the fit to occur as we are more confident of our action classification.

5.3.4 Controller block

The controller block shown in Fig. 9 takes three inputs. These inputs are the temporal positions of the moving waves within the stimulus field and the preshape field as well as the results of the comparison block. The output of this block controls the velocity of the moving preshape wave. This controller block is purely an algorithmic implementation and is not implemented using neural fields. Furthermore, we assume for this control block that the length of the input stimulus, and therefore the temporal position of the stimulus within the currently observed action, is not known. This is a logical assumption since we do not know when the actor will end his action nor at which stage he is currently in. We do however assume that we know the length of the preshape and the position of the traveling wave within the preshape. This is again a logical assumption as we have these preshapes stored as memories within our action understanding system.

The controller block controls the velocity of the traveling wave in the preshape field. This is dependent on the feedback signal and is implemented using an approach called stop and go approach. The TARS here then is al-
ways true for multiple preshapes until the controller cannot compensate the differences between the preshape and the stimulus into adequate velocity commands (too fast or stopping) then it is confirmed that the stimulus does not match the preshape.

The controller, which provides a stop and go signal for the wave, takes a logic input from the comparison module. The controller, which is implemented as an if/else statement, stops the traveling wave (on a snapshot of interest) or allows it to propagate forward with a velocity that is at least as fast as the stimulus’ velocity towards the next snapshot of interest. In our implementation the controller sets the velocity of the traveling wave to be twice the velocity of the input stimulus. The overall result of the TARM comparison here can be presented as the percentage of the current position of the wave within the preshape to the total length of the preshape. We define this value as the confidence value within this document, which serves as an indication of the correct matching preshape.

5.4 Affordance logic and connectivity fields

The observing agent identifies and predicts the acting agent’s action through understanding its dynamic interaction with the (real or virtual) objects in the agent’s immediate environment. The CARS shifts the attention of the observer from the end effector towards real or virtual objects whose affordances can be read for further processing. These affordances constrain the set of all possible actions to a limited subset. This subset is used to bias the TARS through a choice of a limited number of preshapes and dismissing the rest. We introduce in the following the concept of connectivity fields which aids in achieving the previous ideas.

The connectivity field is a lookup-table-like DNF that encodes future possible object affordances given the object’s current affordance state. It houses both ideas of sequential and nested affordances [87]. Each object is represented using its own connectivity fields, which is a 2D DNF with a 2D feature space. The first dimension encodes the current action states of the object and the second dimension contains the action states available in the next time step. As an example, if a glass is being grasped now, it can be released, placed, etc. as shown in Fig. 13. A general structure of connectivity fields is shown in Fig. 13 (a) for a connectivity field of $k$ action possibilities $a_{1..k}$ an object might have. A populated connectivity field is shown in Fig. 13 (b), in which connections were learned in a 2D memory field. The different shades of peaks in Fig. 13 (b) refer to the fact that there exist different probabilities of action transitions encoded in the strength of the connection. Figure 13 (c) shows a learned connectivity field.

Within our implementation, we did not integrate abilities of object recognition nor affordance attribution or learning. Object recognition within DNFs has been discussed in [88]. We assumed knowledge of positions, labels, and affordances of the objects in the environment to be known. Furthermore, the list of affordances was defined in a complementary manner to fit the list of action primitives that were recorded in our dataset. This is following the notion that affordances provide action potentials and provide a logical link between action and environment. These affordances make up the connectivity field.

The connectivity field was realized using a memory trace that saves peaks of activation at connection points between previous and current action state. As the actions are discrete, the input to the memory trace 2D field is an activation of action (neural) population whose tuning curves have no overlap and have an optimal response value spread equidistantly over the feature space. The learning of how current and future affordances are connected occurs as follows: when we observe action changes, both feature spaces activate at the locations of these discrete actions, activation at the intersection of both actions

---

**Figure 11.** Detection of zero crossing using a normalized preshape and a gaussian wave
Figure 12. Example for a zero crossing sequence of interest. a) shows the input stimulus of the derivation from a projected distance between right and left foot with respect to the x-y plane over time. b) The corresponding sequence of interest when using zero crossing detection.
emerge within the connectivity matrix field. Finally, this peak of activation is saved in the memory trace.

The output of the connectivity matrix can inhibit or excite the saved preshapes of the TARS. When an action is observed it influences the connectivity field. That is, an activation is spread horizontally at the location of that action. This activation is sufficient to activate preshaped peaks (learned in the previous step). These activations are read out by projecting the 2D field onto the next action state axis. These activations go on to excite preshapes in the TARS, and the rest remain inhibited.

6 Results

The previous section focused on presenting the individual modules of the overall architecture. Many TARMs could be recruited depending on the number of actions to be recognized and build the combination of which composes the TARS. Likewise, many CARMs could be used depending on the end effectors, and items that are of interest and the combination composes the CARS. In the following we present our results of the dynamic systems, CARS, and TARS, see section 6.1 and section 6.2. Additionally, we present initial results of the integrated system in section 6.3. The high-level scenario that we used to produce the results in the CARS section is the Pick up a Snack scenario. Finally, we evaluate the integrated system with the Pick remote scenario. Figure 14 shows the 2D reconstruction of our apartment environment. The Pick up a Snack scenario consists of getting up from the couch, walking towards the TV table, picking up the remote and walking back to the couch to sit there and place the remote on the coffee table. The entire architecture was built using MATLAB/Simulink environment using a modified version of the open source toolbox COSIVINA [89].

6.1 Contextual action recognition system

Three CARMs are running at all times. One for the right wrist, one for the left wrist and one for the pelvis (results for the pelvis are not shown). The virtual objects necessary to be loaded for the function of the pelvis CARM are only loaded when the optical flow information of the pelvis is above a certain magnitude (0.8-millimetres). This threshold was calculated with a decision tree classifier using the magnitude of the optical flow information of the pelvis as the distinctive feature. The moving shape field for the right wrist and the left wrist was shown earlier in this article in Fig. 8, in which a right wrist is simply moving right. The field is preshaped with objects that allow prediction of any interaction.

For our example, the environment houses both furniture items as well as objects. Contextual information of what object and at which location it was manipulated can be inferred using the CARS given the movement of both wrists. We show the results of the CARMs for the right/left wrist interacting with furniture in Fig. 15-left ordinate, and the right/left wrist interacting with objects is also shown in Fig. 15-right ordinate. The right wrist contextual information can be read using the solid/dashed black lines while the grey lines are referring to the contextual information of the left wrist. Figure 15 shows an initial interaction with
Figure 14. The apartment environment that was used to record the high-level scenarios. (a) The couch (start position). (b) TV table and remote positions. (c) Kitchenette and apple positions. (d) The couch (end position). (e) Coffee table.
the couch (initial sitting position), then as the subjects stands up his/her movement is towards the coffee table and near the apartment walls later he/she interacts with the kitchenette and walks back towards the couch where he/she places the apple on the coffee table. Regarding objects, Fig. 15 shows more extended activation with the apple, as the subject reaches, grabs and walks back to the couch with the apple. As can be seen in the results, the CARS only makes a selection of objects/furniture that are predicted to be manipulated, while suppressing the other objects/furniture. The CARS as expected gives contextual information of what and where interactions take place. The CARS also gives context of locomotion movements necessary to understand such motion.

6.2 Trajectory action recognition system

Multiple TARMs are running the whole time. One for each action and their respective features. They benefit from the output of the CARS computationally as only a subset of TARMs are excited at each time, the others are inhibited. In the following, we show results for the TARS separately and explain why simple trajectory comparison does not aid in a dynamical action understanding architecture.

Figure 16 shows a comparison of a generated mean for a step forward action, for the feature of projection distance in the $x - z$ plane between right and left foot. Figure 16(a) shows the generated template while Fig. 16(b) shows the corresponding mathematical mean template. Figure 16(c) illustrates the difference of (a) and (b). Thereby, dark red represents the maximum value whereas dark blue represents the minimum. This comparison shows our approach is comparable to the mathematical formulation of a mean template.

This mean template can be adapted dynamically given the results of recognition confidence. The way that the template is adapted within DNF is shown in Fig. 17. Finally, in Fig. 18 we show the results of comparing the step forward action (used as the input to the TARM) against all other action primitives. Only the step variants reach 100% finally, a fault that can be resolved if the CARS was also connected to suppress templates that represent significant movements in the forward direction. However, the confidence level reaches a high level of confidence late, and recognition could be confused earlier across many actions. As these results are obtained by employing TARS alone, the CARS provide means to eliminate a significant portion of these actions and allow for a better comparison as will be discussed in the next section that presents the results of the integrated system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start (seconds)</th>
<th>End (seconds)</th>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>couch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>kitchenette</td>
<td>apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>couch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The pick a snack scenario: ground truth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start (seconds)</th>
<th>End (seconds)</th>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>couch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>apartment</td>
<td>walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>kitchenette</td>
<td>apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>bed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>couch</td>
<td>apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>couch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The pick a snack scenario: right hand results

6.3 Integration of context and trajectory recognition

In the following section, we show our initial results of the CARS and TARS for the “pick the remote” scenario. Within this example, the participant stands up from the couch, takes a few steps forward towards the television table, picks up the remote, sits back down on the couch and places the remote on the coffee table in front of him. The “pick the remote” scenario’s ground truth is given in Table 3. Figure 19(a) shows the results of the CARS and the objects the observer predicts given the participant’s right wrist movements. The affordances of the objects that are predicted in the CARS step runs several TARMs at the same time as shown in Fig. 19(b). As one TARM reaches a confidence of over 0.8, a decision is made, and an action is then recognized (as shown in the instances marked by the red ovals). The combination of the CARS and TARS then gives a semantic understanding of what are the actions that are being observed. The results of the action understanding system are given in Table 4. In this example the system understands the movements as follows: stand up at couch (0-2.4 seconds) then step forward by the coffee table (2.4-3.6 seconds), turn stepping left towards the TV table and approach and approach the remote (3.6-5.2 seconds), then step forward towards the couch (5.2-6.5 seconds) and finally sitting down on the couch (6.5-9 seconds).

The combination of the two systems alongside the dynamic affordance logic system allows for an end-to-end biologically-inspired architecture for human action understanding. The complete system would benefit from
an extensive validation given a sizeable human behavior dataset as well as human behavioral studies in intention and action understanding. However, due to space limitations, in this work, we focused on presenting the building blocks (TARS and CARS) and their interconnection. We tested the blocks individually and provided initial results of the integration of these systems to give an insight into the dynamics of decision making. Future work would focus on an extensive validation of the overall architecture. Validation should avoid static representations such as confusion matrices and focus on using new dynamic metrics that measure the conflict between different competing hypotheses of action understanding. Further metrics should measure the interaction between the TARS and CARS modules and weigh the benefit to complexity ratio of combining both signals for a correct and early action understanding. Thus, the proper evaluation of the developed system and definition of metrics constitutes an own research question which will be addressed in our future work.

### 7 Relation to Related Work

The AU architecture (AUA) presented in this work is a deterministic model that reacts to the input and produces decisions dynamically. This is in contrast to probabilistic
Figure 16. Comparison of a generated mean template with corresponding mathematically calculated equivalent. The chosen example is: “STEP_FORWARD”, projection distance \(xz\) between right and left foot. a) Generated template. b) Corresponding mathematical mean template. c) Difference of a) and b). Thereby, dark red represents the maximum value whereas dark blue represents the minimum.
Figure 17. Influence of the adapting kernel for increasing confidence. a) Preshape adapted with a kernel having almost 0% confidence input. b) Confidence is increased to 50%. Finally, c) shows the adapted preshape by 100% confidence, which corresponds the original preshape.
models proposed in the literature (we refer the reader to the review [6]). Specifically, we can classify our AUA approach as a dynamic, single-layered exemplar-based sequential method, that depends on contextual information when choosing the example (template). Exemplar-based sequential methods have an advantage of requiring less training data to perform recognition when compared to probabilistic methods [6].

Biologically-inspired AU architectures are usually presented as computational models for Mirror neuron systems. Examples of such computational models are the MOdular Selection And Identification for Control (MO-SAIC) model [90–92], and the Hierarchical Attentive Multiple Models of Execution and Recognition (HAMMER) [93, 94] that were primarily developed for imitation and later extended for action recognition [95, 96]. The Mental State Inference (MSI) model [97] as well as the Recurrent Neural Networks with Parametric Bias (RNNPB) [98–100] and the Mirror Neuron System 2 model (MNS2) [101], all model the MNS for AU.

As our model is biologically inspired and resembles the work of Mirror neuron computational models discussed in the previous paragraph, we give a detailed comparison between our model and the previously discussed Mirror neuron computational models in the following. Additional discussion on how CARS and TARS could be related to the Mirror neuron system and other findings in neuroscience is further presented in section 2.4.

Our model resembles the HAMMER architecture in that we do not emphasize a motor control role in the current implementation. This is in contrast to the MO-SAIC model that was conceived for purposes of dynamic motor control.

In terms of input, the kinematics of certain joints of interest is used in our model similar to the MSI model. However, unlike other implementations, we explain how features can be represented in population of neurons for action recognition and the generation of long-term memories for each class of actions. In terms of features and logical approach, similar to the MNS and MSI models, we presented a model that gives a central role to the objects in the environment and adopts an object-centered representation. We give this representation further importance and build the CARS to extract information of attention shifts towards objects, select them, read out their affordance and allow this information to bias the TARS. Goal-setting then is a focus in our model, while it is not addressed in MO-SAIC, HAMMER and RNNPB models. While other models might allow for goal-setting explicitly, it is not an automatic procedure by any means and the link to the object affordances and motion parsing is not well established, which is what we focus on in our implementation.
Figure 19. Results for the “pick up remote” scenario (a) Results of the CARS indicating the interaction of the right wrist with the furniture (left, solid lines) and objects (right, solid dashed lines). This indicates that there was interaction with the couch at the beginning and the end of the complete action, with interactions with the coffee table and the TV table in the middle of the complete action. (b) Results of the TARS. Many TARMs are online and comparing the observed movement dynamically, once one of the systems in competition achieves an accuracy of over 0.8, then all systems are reset and wait for CARS to bias the next round of comparisons. The red ovals indicate a decision made.
Projection of the acting agent to the observer is a main block in the TARS which allows the system to be agent-independent and complies with the ideas of "internal simulation" and "motor resonance". This self-observation mechanism is also shared with the MNS and MSI models [102]. However, unlike its use in the feedback-loop for action generation in the MSI model, our implementation uses self-observation in our implementation such as to associate the observed stimulus in an associative memory manner to achieve action understanding. We also address how spatiotemporal variance between the stored long-term memories and the observed data could be handled using dynamic neural fields and to obtain an accurate understanding of the correct motion. Tackling this spatiotemporal variance/similarity between the same/different class of actions has not been addressed in the mirror neuron computational models and is vital for the correct understanding of an action.

All of the discussed models employ a metric to calculate the similarity between the observed or generated (learned representation) of the action. While RNNPB operates on a parameter space, the similarity is calculated based on the distance between the calculated and observed actions. The HAMMER architecture defines similarity based on the completion of the goal. The MSI model, similar to the MOSIAC architecture, simply calculates the instantaneous error (or what is called the responsibility signals in the HAMMER model) based on the difference between the predicted and observed movement. These three architectures, namely HAMMER, MSI, and MOSAIC, in contrast to the RNNPB, operate on trajectory space and thus can calculate the similarity metrics based on the observed/generated motion trajectories [103]. In our model, we obtain an understanding of an action in two steps. First, the CARS selects the object of interest and reads out the possible affordances available at that time step. Secondly, the motion trajectory is parsed in a second step and a decision is made based on the overall activation of a neuron population representing the stored memories of the actions, and how far the traveling wave propagates in that structure.

The setup we proposed within our model allows for online action recognition. Online recognition can also be achieved in the MSI and HAMMER architectures. It can also be achieved in the MOSIAC architecture given the possibility of comparison between different responsibility signals.

Concerning verification, our model evaluates the results on real data of an everyday life scenario. Out of the models reviewed, RNNPB and the HAMMER approach used real data as opposed to simulated data used by the other models.

Other cognitive action understanding systems in the literature that do not explicitly model neuronal processes include the work of Yang et. al in [104], in which context-free grammar and parsing algorithms were proposed for the understanding of goal-directed manipulation actions. The architecture uses a depth image to obtain an articulated model of the user’s end-effector as input. The depth image is also used to obtain information about the labels of the objects and their position on a table-top. The hand model is transformed into a set of bio-inspired features which are used to classify the grasp type using a Naive-Bayes classifier. Additionally, hand tracking produces trajectory profiles for trajectory-based action recognition. The classes were obtained by using a combination of PCA and k-means clustering. An attention model, comparable to our proposed CARS, makes use of bottom-up processes to identify potential fixation points in an image frame as well as top-down attention mechanisms based on the hand location. The spatial intersection of fixation points and the hand location shifts the attention towards an object for monitoring. A new observation consists of a triplet: subject, action, objects. A context-free manipulation action grammar is proposed and using parsing algorithms, a tree group is updated when a new observation is given and dissolved automatically. The tree output can be then passed to an intelligent agent for decision making and further operations.

Other work presented by Aksoy et al. in [105], describes a complex action by combining descriptors that analyze the relationship between the series of manipulated objects with action-related information such as trajectory segments, pose and object information. The combination of these descriptors allows for a better comparison of observed actions and therefore enriches the meaning behind each action. The work describes how observed actions are either understood as new actions or known ones. The new actions are accommodated for by creating a novel schemata, while the known ones, if slightly different are assimilated with the representative schemata.

A neural dynamic approach for parsing a sequence of actions was recently presented in [8] by Lobato et al. The authors present a neural-dynamic architecture that is capable of detecting and representing an even of actions, namely reaching/grasping/dropping objects on a tabletop scenario. Trajectory recognition was not considered, but rather three-dimensional positions of hands and objects were used to calculate whether the hand was approaching the object or not. The overall architecture is ca-
pable of memorizing a string of actions for overall action understanding.

Neural fields were also utilized for the task of action recognition in the work of Fleischer et al. in [106]. A physiologically inspired model for the recognition of transitive hand actions from video data was proposed. The model makes use of three main components. The first component is a neural shape processing hierarchy that recognizes the moving effector and the goal object. Neural shape processing utilizes Gabor filters, Gaussian radial basis functions and linear regression at the different hierarchy levels to perform recognition tasks of static and dynamics shapes. The first components are also selective for the temporal order of effector shapes to differentiate between, e.g., grasping vs. placing. This is done using the concepts of snapshots within the neural field. The second component models the interrogation of information about the relationship between the effector and the object. A two-dimensional neural activation map named relative position map is utilized to understand the relative relationship between the hand and the object such that two features are extracted. The first feature is the position of the hand relative to the goal objects given the assumption of affordance neurons that house all possible relative effector positions that constitute a successful grasp. The second feature is the relative motion of the effector in relation to the object which aids in the recognition of e.g., approaching motion vs. moving apart motion. The third and final component consolidates the information from the previous components to model the neural detection of goal-directed actions. The work presented by Fleischer et al., in contrast to the work presented here, uses the only the relative movement information to recognize action and does not take the shape of the trajectory into account. Furthermore, the model takes as an input a sequence of video images as to detect the effector and object locations.

Overall, the AU architecture in this work presents a novel predictive system within DFT, models attention-shifts, and pairs up with a trajectory parsing system in a second step. The trajectory parsing system takes account of spatial as well as temporal variations that are usually problematic when understanding actions. Particular attention is given on how objects and the environment are integrated into the overall architecture and on how they can drive action understanding.

8 Discussion

There is an infinite set of intentional descriptions consistent with any given behavior stream. However, even though there exists a significant state space of possible interpretations, adults seem to be skilled at agreeing about the semantics of an observed action to a detailed description [107, 108]. Even from a young age, we can understand actions (e.g., grasping, pointing and gazing) and attribute a meaning behind them accordingly [109, 110]. These social abilities of action, plan, and intention understanding that we possess as humans allow us to interact with others around us socially.

We presented an action understanding architecture that aims at understanding human actions through the integration of movement and context in a dynamic framework that links bodies, brain, and environment in an embedded cognitive fashion. We introduced an attention shift model that has an application in the CARS and a trajectory comparison model that has applications in TARS. We also introduced how the link between CARS and TARS could be logically motivated using the concept of affordances and connectivity fields.

A biologically motivated approach for feature selection and generation was discussed. While the features in this work were calculated for a generic 1.8 m tall male, given the actual height and weight of the observed actor, the whole anthropometric measures (and thus the features) can be derived using correlation formulas [111]. The features calculated, encode relations between different joints in the body. It would be beneficial to devise a system that dynamically switches between different feature sets for enhanced recognition and reduced computational load. Considering features that encode end-effector–objects relations could also be in line with the current work and would enhance recognition rates. Overall, the implemented 39 features were sufficient to test the current system and produce the results as seen in the results section.

The features themselves were represented and fed into the DFT architecture using a biologically motivated approach, namely the DPA method which integrates naturally with the concept of dynamic neural fields [112]. We focus on representing the tuning curves in a way that is consistent with neural response studies in the literature. The assumption that tuning curves are the same across the population is a limiting one. Indeed, it might be the case that the shape of the tuning curve can be different. Moreover, our assumption of equally distributed tuning curves across the feature space is simplistic and maybe not bio-
logically plausible. We assume that the tuning curves are the same across the population as well as being equally distributed over the feature space as a simplification. Further, work on how and what it means for the optimal response values (both in value and quantity) to be optimally distributed along the feature space might allow for a more meaningful stimulus generation for the DFT architecture.

An attention-shift model was developed for context understanding in action recognition tasks. The bias introduced by the CARS aims to reduce the overall computational complexity of the system. The idea that an observer’s expectation of a movement effects how the intention behind it is understood has been shown previously in literature [113]. Furthermore, the need for a top-down mechanism to constrain intentions of an actor has been discussed in [114] where the Gricean pragmatic analysis of language (specifically the reality and cooperative principles) were used as the constraint to the understanding of simple, goal-oriented actions.

Regarding neural plausibility, the online computation of the optical flow is problematic, however. This is because the online calculation of the optical flow would require rapid and precise plasticity in the synapses that implement lateral interactions. As such, the implementation of CARS should be seen as an algorithmic shortcut for a more complex neural system that could generate moving peaks as described in the CARS implementation.

The TARS subsequently load only a few preshapes that are dependent on the input from CARS. Furthermore, as an internal comparison the basis of the TARS, the current implementation depends on a learned memory of how the movement evolves. The template generation methods produce preshapes that are useful for the comparison process. However, two major issues with the production of template preshapes had been observed and been tackled, namely the branching and widening effects. Branching occurs when there are multiple ways of performing an action kinematically (in contrast to having one way with small variances in motion). In this occurrence, we can observe a branch in the preshape that starts from a common point and ends separately. The branching effect has been solved by post-processing these preshapes into a DNF that ultimately picks between branches (the one with most activation) and eliminates the other. The other issue is widening, which refers to the fact that the preshape can take a wide range of features at some parts due to significant variations in the performance of an action. These wide areas usually survive in the post-processing procedures and could facilitate erroneous detection. This has many limitations; specifically, an action recognition system can not house all possibilities for the same action (different speeds/ extensions) that could encode the same action class. We have tackled this problem by trying to adapt the preshape dynamically as well as using a temporally invariant comparison method (traveling waves and extracting snapshots within the learned memory/ preshape).

The CARS and the TARS are brought together such as to limit the search space using ideas of affordances embedded in the connectivity matrix. Using affordances, however, is not without complexity. Further, work should focus on how objects’ action potentials are perceived and modeled within DNFs, similar to that presented in [115]. DNF can be used to attribute affordances to objects by modeling a neuronal pool of properties that should all be present for a given affordance to be turned on. Additionally, affordances could be attributed to objects over time by observing goal-directed movements towards new objects, recognizing the actions dynamically and associating the complementary affordance to that object. Affordances suffer from a more elementary problem of definition. It is not clear how it is fully defined, and its implementation should model the state of the agent’s brain, body, and environment as we have presented in this work. That being said, the current system architecture cannot learn new affordances, or detect new objects in the environment. For a more meaningful and correct implementation of a cognitive architecture, these issues should be addressed. Furthermore, detecting and learning new action abilities (primitives) is also not implemented. However, if affordances could be attributed in future work, new actions that trigger these affordances could be learned online given affordance understanding.

Given the above discussion, we describe in the following how the different modules interact with each other using the “pick up remote” scenario presented in the results section. Initially, as the observed agent moves around in the environment, its skeleton is transformed onto the observer’s egocentric coordinate frame as discussed in section 5.1.1. Furthermore, the Body Joint Extension and the Projected Relative Angle features (list of features given in Appendix A) are calculated as discussed in section 5.1.2. As the pelvis and wrists of the agents move, they provide input to their CARMs to detect a manipulation movement (towards an object/ furniture) or a locomotion movement (towards a virtual object). In our example, the agent is interacting with the couch. The CARS decides that the couch is being manipulated. This affects the affordance logic block to activate the TARMs that are related to the couch, e.g., sit-to-stand action or stand-to-sit. The TARS loads the appropriate TARMs (sit-to-stand action and stand-to-sit), allowing the preshapes of each action across the different features to be loaded. The comparison occurs in each of
the TARMs relating to the action/feature pairs against the observed motion as discussed in the comparison block in section 5.3.2. A decision is achieved within the TARS as one of the TARS achieves an accuracy of 0.8 or above. This resets the system and waits for the CARS for the next input. In this case, it is recognized as a locomotion action (the attention shift was towards a virtual object), which forces several locomotion TARMs to turn on as well as the new affordance of the coach (sittability, now that the couch is available to be sat on again). The next round of TARS detects that the agent is stepping forward, and so on until the end of the complete series of intentional actions.

Compared to similar work in literature, we presented a novel predictive system within DFT models attention-shifts and pairs up with a trajectory parsing system in a second step. Special focus has been given to how kinematic trajectories are introduced into DFTs and how the comparison could be performed regardless of possible spatiotemporal variations between the completed and saved representations of the actions.

9 Conclusions

This article presented, for the first time, two systems that are hypothesized to be central to the task of action understanding. The two systems were realized within DNFs. The first of which, TARS, takes information of movement kinematics. The CARS, on the other hand, takes information of movement kinematics, object locations as well as affordances in the environment. The two systems produced cognitive decisions that answer questions of what is the action that is being performed, where it is being performed and towards which object, all within the theory of dynamic fields. The success of the two systems stems from the tight, dynamic coupling between the environment and the decision-making units. This allowed for the production of contextual information necessary for further processing. The initial test results generated using the integration of the two systems provide an essential step towards a robotic cognitive ability of mental state estimation and intention understanding. Further work should focus on further validating the complete system using the recorded dataset to evaluate the accuracy of the architecture. In future work we also aim to extend the realized system with action production modules to augment the long-term memory templates, that are currently being used within TARS, to achieve internal simulation of predicted actions. Human-centered studies could also be designed to validate the need for a contextual system alongside a trajectory recognition system to understand a sequence of actions.
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Appendix A: List of calculated features

The list contains all calculated features, providing the feature name, body plane (coordinate frames given in figure (4)) and corresponding Xsens joint and segment names:

1. projected relative angle XY Head: head angle projected on the XY plane
2. projected relative angle XY LeftFoot: left foot angle projected on the XY plane
3. projected relative angle XY LeftWrist: left Wrist angle projected on the XY plane
4. projected relative angle XY RightFoot: right foot angle projected on the XY plane
5. projected relative angle XY RightWrist: right Wrist angle projected on the XY plane
6. projected relative angle XZ Head: head angle projected on the XZ plane
7. projected relative angle XZ LeftFoot: left foot angle projected on the XZ plane
8. projected relative angle XZ LeftWrist: left Wrist angle projected on the XZ plane
9. projected relative angle XZ RightFoot: right foot angle projected on the XZ plane
10. projected relative angle XZ RightWrist: right Wrist angle projected on the XZ plane
11. projected relative angle YZ Head: head angle projected on the YZ plane
12. projected relative angle YZ LeftFoot: left foot angle projected on the YZ plane
13. projected relative angle YZ LeftWrist: left Wrist angle projected on the YZ plane
14. projected relative angle YZ RightFoot: right foot angle projected on the YZ plane
15. projected relative angle YZ RightWrist: right Wrist angle projected on the YZ plane
16. body joint extension XY Head LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and left Wrist in the XY plane.
17. body joint extension XY Head RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and right Wrist in the XY plane.
18. body joint extension XY LeftFoot RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the left foot and right foot in the XY plane.
19. body joint extension XY Pelvis Head: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and head in the XY plane.
20. body joint extension XY Pelvis LeftFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the XY plane.
21. body joint extension XY Pelvis LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the XY plane.
22. body joint extension XY Pelvis RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right foot in the XY plane.
23. body joint extension XY Pelvis RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right Wrist in the XY plane.
24. body joint extension XZ Head LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and left Wrist in the XZ plane.
25. body joint extension XZ Head RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and right Wrist in the XZ plane.
26. body joint extension XZ LeftFoot RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the left foot and right foot in the XZ plane.
27. body joint extension XZ Pelvis Head: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and head in the XZ plane.
28. body joint extension XZ Pelvis LeftFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the XZ plane.
29. body joint extension XZ Pelvis LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the XZ plane.
30. body joint extension XZ Pelvis RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right foot in the XZ plane.
31. body joint extension XZ Pelvis RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right Wrist in the XZ plane.
32. body joint extension YZ Head LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and left Wrist in the YZ plane.
33. body joint extension YZ Head RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the head and right Wrist in the YZ plane.
34. body joint extension YZ LeftFoot RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the left foot and right foot in the YZ plane.
35. body joint extension YZ Pelvis Head: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and head in the YZ plane.
36. body joint extension YZ Pelvis LeftFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the YZ plane.
37. body joint extension YZ Pelvis LeftWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and left foot in the YZ plane.
38. body joint extension YZ Pelvis RightFoot: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right foot in the YZ plane.
39. body joint extension YZ Pelvis RightWrist: percentage of extension length between the pelvis and right Wrist in the YZ plane.

Appendix B: Shapes of the tuning curves

In our search for the most representative shapes of tuning curves, we investigated the results of the work of Newsome and Salzman [80] and the work of Perret et al. [79]. The work of Newsome and Salzman focused on the direction discrimination in monkeys. They measured the visual response from the direction column in the middle temporal visual area (MT). We investigated their recorded data that presented the intensity of response given the direction of motion of the shown stimuli. After initially testing with cubic spline fitting, and parameter minimization using different family of curves, we settled on a representation using a Mexican hat function $\psi(x, \sigma, c)$, with width (standard deviation) of $\sigma$ and offset $c$. The parameters of which were decided by solving an argument minimisation problem (equation (9)) that minimized the Euclidean distance between the fitted spline $s(x)$ and the Mexican hat $\psi(x, \sigma, c)$ given in (10).

$$\arg \min_{\sigma, c \in \mathbb{R}} \sum_{x \in [-180, 180]} |s(x) - \psi(x, \sigma, c)|$$

(9)

$$\psi(x, \sigma, c) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{3} \sigma \pi} \left(1 - \frac{x^2}{\sigma^2}\right) \exp \left(-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) + c$$

(10)

The work in Perrett et al. also provides measured tuning curves and analyzed them. We investigated results in their work in which they record neuronal responses to dif-
different head orientations and used their data in our modeling. The results showed that body parts are represented using view-centered descriptions. Furthermore, cells can be described as broadly, bimodally or narrowly tuned. We used the cell response information to model the tuning curves using a modified version of the fitting function (equation (11)) used in their original work. Perrett et al. argue for their choice of this equation stating that “it makes few assumptions about the nature of view tuning” [79]. Our modified version (15) guarantees symmetrical tuning curves and was used to solve the optimization problem in (12). Firstly however, the parameters that compose (11) have to be approximated given the extracted data $d(x)$ using the minimization (12). Therefore modifying (11) to fulfill the condition $R(x) = R(-x)$ we get (15) following these steps:

$$R(\theta) = \beta_1 + \beta_2 \cos(\theta) + \beta_5 \sin(\theta) + \beta_4 \cos(2\theta) + \beta_5 \sin(2\theta) (11)$$

$$\arg\min_{\beta_{1-5} \in \mathbb{R}} \sum_{\theta \in [-180, 180]} |d(x) - R(x, \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \beta_5)| (12)$$

$$\beta_1 + \beta_2 \cos(\theta) + \beta_3 \sin(\theta) + \beta_4 \cos(2\theta) + \beta_5 \sin(2\theta) ...$$

$$= \beta_1 + \beta_2 \cos(-\theta) + \beta_3 \sin(-\theta) + \beta_4 \cos(-2\theta) + \beta_5 \sin(-2\theta)$$

$$= \beta_1 + \beta_2 \cos(\theta) - \beta_3 \sin(\theta) + \beta_4 \cos(2\theta) - \beta_5 \sin(2\theta) (13)$$

$$\beta_3 \sin(\theta) + \beta_5 \sin(2\theta) = -\beta_3 \sin(\theta) - \beta_5 \sin(2\theta) (14)$$

$$R_s(\theta) = \beta_{s1} + \beta_{s2} \cos(\theta) + \beta_{s3} \cos(2\theta) (15)$$

### Appendix C: The motion capture dataset

The Motion Capture Dataset (MCD) consists of 19 primitive action classes and 5 high-level scenarios. Overall, 10 subjects performed each action 20 times and each scenario 5 times.

#### Used terms

In the following, the main expressions/abbreviations are explained. These expressions will be used in the detailed action description.

- **SUBJECT**: The person performing the actions is called SUBJECT.
- **NPOSE**: This is the Neutral pose. The SUBJECT stands straight having both arms pointing downwards on the corresponding body-side. The foot are at the same height, next to each other, at shoulder width apart. The head is straight, looking forward.
- **START_POSITION**: The START_POSITION is defined as the position in which the user starts the action. In many cases this position can be defined on a fixed point. The SUBJECT is asked to stand on a marked area within the NPOSE, having the legs positioned in a comfortable way (shoulder width).

#### Actions

The subjects were asked to perform the actions in a natural smooth movement, following the provided descriptions.

- **STAND_TO_SIT**: The SUBJECT stands on the marked START_POSITION, having a chair behind him/her. The chair is positioned in such a way that the SUBJECT can sit down without moving the chair (If the chair is adjustable in height, the SUBJECT is asked to adjust it before). The STAND_TO_SIT action is then performed by the SUBJECT sitting down on the chair.
- **SIT_TO_STAND**: This action represents the reverse movements from STAND_TO_SIT, i.e. now the SUBJECT starts sitting on a chair and stands up ending in a neutral pose (NPOSE).
- **STEP_FORWARD**: The SUBJECT stands on the marked STARTING_POSITION and makes a natural step, using the right leg, to the front. After this step the left leg is positioned next to the right leg, i.e. the SUBJECT is ending in the NPOSE on step in front of the START_POSITION.
- **STEP_BACKWARD**: This action is similar to the STEP_FORWARD action. Instead of stepping forward, the SUBJECT steps backwards with his/her right leg. After the step the left leg is positioned at the same height as the right leg ending in the NPOSE - analog to STEP_FORWARD, but in this case one step behind the START_POSITION.
- **STEP_RIGHT**: The SUBJECT stands on the START_POSITION and steps with his / her right leg one step to the right. Following the left leg is positioned next to the right leg ending in a neutral pose (NPOSE) again.
- **STEP_LEFT**: This action is analog the STEP_RIGHT action, but the SUBJECT steps to the left. I.e. the SUBJECT steps, starting from the START_POSITION, with
the left leg one step to the left - followed by the right leg, which is positioned next to the left leg again - ending up in the NPOSE.

- **WALK_FORWARD**: The WALK_FORWARD action consists of a five step walk. Therefore the SUBJECT starts on the START_POSITION and steps five steps forward (right, left, right, left, right) - starting with the right leg. After the last step the SUBJECT stands on the right leg. Now the left leg is positioned at the same height as the right leg, ending up in the NPOSE. i.e. the beginning and end are similar to the STEP_FORWARD action.

- **WALK_BACKWARD**: This action represents the reverse movement of WALK_FORWARD, i.e. the SUBJECT walks five steps backwards. Therefore he/she starts at the START_POSITION and steps, starting with the right leg, five steps backwards (right, left, right, left, right). After the last step, the left leg is positioned at the same height than the right leg again (NPOSE).

- **TURN_RIGHT_90**: The turning actions represent full body turns. TURN_RIGHT_90 represents corresponding to the name a right turn of 90°. Hence the SUBJECT stands at the START_POSITION and turns 90° to the right and on the spot with the full body - ending in a neutral pose (NPOSE). This turn is performed at the same position, whereas small changes are accepted. The movements with legs are not specified, i.e. the SUBJECT can perform them freely (but in a natural way).

- **TURN_LEFT_90**: Analog to the TURN_RIGHT_90, this action represents a full body left turn. The SUBJECT starts at the START_POSITION and turns 90° to the left ending in the NPOSE (compare to TURN_RIGHT_90). The movements of the legs are free to the SUBJECT.

- **TURN_RIGHT_180**: Analog to TURN_RIGHT_90, but instead of turning 90° the SUBJECT has to turn 180° (Compare to TURN_RIGHT_90).

- **TURN_LEFT_180**: Analog to TURN_LEFT_90, but instead of turning 90° the SUBJECT has to turn 180° (Compare to TURN_LEFT_90).

- **APPROACH**: The SUBJECT has to approach an object - in this case a light switch. Hence the SUBJECT stands in the NPOSE in a comfortable position in front of the light switch and pushes it with the right hand. The action stops at the point where the SUBJECT touches the switch. The light switch is at a height of 1.2-meters. No movements of the legs is required, nevertheless the SUBJECT is not restricted to change the position of the legs.

- **PUSH**: Within this action the SUBJECT has to push an object. Two markers are attached on a tabletop (one marker near the SUBJECT, the other with more distance). The object is placed at the near marker and the SUBJECT stands at the START_POSITION in front of the table - such that he/she can reach both markers. The right hand touches the object already. To perform the action the SUBJECT pushes the object from the near to the more distant marker using the right hand. During the push, the object doesn’t lose contact with the tabletop and its orientation is kept in a similar way (smaller changes are accepted).

- **PULL**: This action represents the reverse action to PUSH. I.e. the object is located at a distant marker and the SUBJECT has to pull it to the near marker using the right hand. (Please compare to PUSH in order to have a more detailed description).

- **GRASP**: The GRASP action represents an object grasp. Therefore the SUBJECT stands in front of a table within the START_POSITION (NPOSE). To perform the action the SUBJECT grasps the object. The action stops when the SUBJECT touches the object.

- **PLACE**: The PLACE action describes the placing of an object. Hence it can e.g. be executed after the GRASP position. The SUBJECT stands in front of a table with two markers (one marker left and one right). An object is placed on top of one marker and it has to be moved to the other marker. During the START_POSITION, the SUBJECT already has grasped the object. Now he/she has to move the object to the second marker. During this movement the object looses contact with the tabletop. The movement stops when the object is at the final position (SUBJECT still touches the object).

- **OPEN_DOOR**: The SUBJECT stands in the START_POSITION in front of a closed door (NPOSE). He/she has to open the door, in order to go through it. Which hand is used is free to the SUBJECT. Furthermore the leg movements are not described. The task for the SUBJECT is to open the door in a natural way.

- **CLOSE_DOOR**: Opposite to the OPEN_DOOR action, the SUBJECT has to close a door within this action. Hence, the SUBJECT stands in front of an open door and has to close it in a natural way (Compared to OPEN_DOOR).
Scenarios

- **DAF_OFF**: The SUBJECT started lying in the bed. He/she was asked to get up and start his/her morning routine as if it would be a free day.

- **GO_TO_WORK**: This scenario starts similar to the DAY_OFF scenario. However, this time the SUBJECT was asked to perform a morning routine as if he/she had to go to work.

- **PICK_A_SNACK**: The SUBJECT starts sitting on the couch. He/she is asked to get up and take a snack.

- **PICK_REMOTE**: The SUBJECT starts sitting on the couch again. Now, he/she is asked to get up and pick the remote controller for the television.

- **TIDY_UP**: Similar to the two scenarios above, initially the SUBJECT sits on the couch. He/she is asked to tidy up the apartment. Therefore all objects have been placed on defined initial positions. Corresponding to the initial positions, final positions have been defined. Hence, the subject had to move the objects from the initial position to the corresponding final position. However, the order was not given.

**Appendix D: Derivation of the wave transient**

In the following, we provide a mathematical derivation of the wave transient, for a complete derivation we direct the reader to the work presented in [57]. The initial equation is the dynamic field (1). Now, it is assumed that the field, which is used to generate the moving peak, has a local excitation (peak solution) (see a-solution [48]) and that the input signal \( S(x, t) \equiv 0 \). In order to generate movement, an asymmetric interaction kernel \( w_a = w_e + w_0 \), consisting of a symmetric kernel part \( w_e \) overlapped with an asymmetric function \( w_0 \), is developed. The shape of the function \( w_0 \), which is necessary to generate the movement, is determined in the following. By taking the previous assumptions as well as the asymmetric kernel \( w_a \) into account, the dynamic field equation (1) results into

\[
\tau \ddot{u}(x, t) = -u(x, t) + h + \int f(u(x', t))w_a(x - x')dx'. \quad (16)
\]

Assuming that there is an initial stable peak solution within the field at time \( t = 0 \), meaning \( U(x) = u(x, 0) \). Thus, the excitation distribution, for any time instance \( t > 0 \), is given by

\[
U(x, t) = U(x + \int_0^t v(\eta)d\eta), \quad (17)
\]

whereby \( v(t) \) represents the velocity of the moving peak. Equation (17) can be used to calculate an equation providing information about the relation of \( w_0 \) and \( v(t) \). Plugging (17) into the right side of (16) we obtain

\[
\tau \ddot{u}(x, t) = \tau U' \frac{d}{dt} (x + \int_0^t v(\eta)d\eta) = \tau U' v(t). \quad (18)
\]

Plugging (17) into the left side of (16) results in

\[
- U + \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} w_a(x, y)f(U(y))dy + h = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} w_0(x, y)f(U(y))dy, \quad (19)
\]

given the knowledge about the equilibrium solution under \( w_e \) is

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} w_e(x, y)f(U(y))dy = U - h. \quad (20)
\]

Finally, combining the left and right side we obtain

\[
\tau U' v(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} w_0(x, y)f(U(y))dy. \quad (21)
\]

It can be seen that the relation between \( w_0 \) and \( v(t) \) is not as simple as may be expected. However, by setting \( w_0 = p(t)w_e \), and given the knowledge of (20) the complex relation simplifies to

\[
v(t) = \frac{p(t)}{\tau}. \quad (22)
\]

Here, \( p(t) \) is a time-depending factor and \( w_e \) the spatial derivation of the symmetric kernel part. Now, (22) allows to control the speed of the moving peak, whereas the shape of the kernel influences the direction. An example of this kernel is shown in Fig. 1(b) (black dashed line labelled with number 4).
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